Figure B38 - Average Daily Cross Lake Water Levels from 1952 to 1961

Figure B39 - Average Daily Cross Lake Water Levels from 1962 to 1971
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Figure B40 - Average Daily Cross Lake Water Levels from 1972 to 1981
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Figure B41 - Average Daily Cross Lake Water Levels from 1982 to 1991
Figure B42 - Average Daily Cross Lake Water Levels from 1992 to 2001

Figure B43 - Average Daily Cross Lake Water Levels from 2002 to 2011
Figure B44 - Average Daily Cross Lake Water Levels from 2012 to 2021
Figure B45 – Average Daily Nelson River at Kelsey GS Flows from 1912 to 1921

Figure B46 – Average Daily Nelson River at Kelsey GS Flows from 1922 to 1931
Figure B47 – Average Daily Nelson River at Kelsey GS Flows from 1932 to 1941

Figure B48– Average Daily Nelson River at Kelsey GS Flows from 1942 to 1951
Figure B49 – Average Daily Nelson River at Kelsey GS Flows from 1952 to 1961

Figure B50 – Average Daily Nelson River at Kelsey GS Flows from 1962 to 1971
Figure B51 – Average Daily Nelson River at Kelsey GS Flows from 1972 to 1981

Figure B52 – Average Daily Nelson River at Kelsey GS Flows from 1982 to 1991